
 

Tanu Weds Manu is a 2015 Telugu film directed by Suseenthiran.The film stars Nithya Menon and Vijay Deverakonda in lead
roles.Tanu Weds Manu received mixed reviews upon release, with criticism prevailing on the ordinary first half. Despite the
mixed reactions, Tanu Weds Manu was declared tax-free in Telangana state for two weeks after its release. The satellite rights
of the film were sold to Sony television for 45 lakh rupees (2 million). A young woman named Tanu returns to Hyderabad from
her hometown after marrying her childhood sweetheart man whom she left to pursue her dream of becoming an actress before
he got married too. She returns to find her husband, Manu, married to another woman and having a daughter. Tanu and Manu
lead separate lives in the same house, but still share an eerie bond. When Tanu discovers that she is pregnant, she must also deal
with her comeback in filmdom and whether it will affect her life outside the movies. The film starts off with a hotel scene
where we see a customer (Aakanksha Singh) talking to hotel staff (Telangana Sakuntala). She has no place to go and doesn't
know anyone there except for Manager(Jaya Prakash Reddy) who helps her get a room for the night. In the morning, she orders
a cab to take her back to her hometown. While she is waiting for the cab, a newly wedded couple enters the hotel where
'Aakanksha Singh' is staying. She sees a woman (Tanu) and a man (Manu). Manu takes Tanu to the room without knowing that
his wife is casually talking with Aakanksha. After talking with manager, Manu discovers that Aakanksha's hotel bill has been
paid by someone else which means the person who paid the bill knows about Aakanksha's situation. In flashbacks we see what
happened in Tanu and Manu's past. Tanu and Manu were lovers and both of them were actors. Manu introduced Tanu to his
parents, but after some time, he forced her to marry him through an affidavit and left for Hyderabad with no explanation. Years
later, Tanu returns to the city as a 'serious' actress. She meets Manu accidentally who is now married to Gauri (Gauhar Khan).
After some time, Tanu learns that she is pregnant. Her father-in-law suggests her to leave the city since he feels that Manu will
spend money on her instead of his wife Gauri. Meanwhile, Aakanksha tracks down Manu to find out why he dumped her. In the
end of the film, Tanu is shown to have stayed with her husband and daughter after revealing that she is pregnant.

The music score of the Telugu film "Tanu Weds Manu" was composed by Srinivas Mohan who also directed the lyrics written
by Sirivennela Sitaramasastri. The music album was released on 27 March 2015 by T-Series, a Leading Entertainment Company
of India. The first song "Papa" is performed by Vaibhavi Shandilya which was released as a single back in January 2015.
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